Abstract. Presence of echo is one of the challenges when using ultrasonic for transmitting data through the steel. The model of multipath channel in the ultrasonic through-steel communication system is described and the method of echo cancellation is analyzed in this paper. This method applies a pre-distortion filter to mitigate the effects of echo in order to decrease the complexity of the receiver. The method of echo cancellation is simulated in MATLAB, and simulation results show that echo is suppressed greatly comparable to the line-of-sight received signal in the ultrasonic communication system. The results show the validity.
Fig. 1 The model of Ultrasonic communication system
The LOS channel impulse response is convolution of the three system impulse response [9] . (ICMEMTC 2016) Transducer model. Because the piezoelectric ultrasonic transducer(UT) at the center frequency resonance, its spectrum is similar to band-pass filter (BPF). In each test experiment, channel of each side use the same transducer. The transducer transfer function is as follows: 
Approximation of the channel model. Isotropic medium is usually described with the basic characterization of acoustic parameters. The observed every distance attenuation is [10] :
The function of time which Contains medium wave velocity V equal to the following expression: Equation (4) (6) Make use of the Fourier transform to convert the time domain to frequency domain:
Whole LOS model approximation. The whole channel impulse response is as follows: Received multipath signals after reflection process can be regarded as the initial dominant LOS signal and infinite time delay function:
In which t is the round trip time of acoustic signal in steel. l is the length of the channel.
For the multipath phenomenon follows the exponential decay, equation (10) In which h is the characteristics of the channel. Fig. 2 shows The block diagram of the model [4] . In addition, ) ( 1 s T and ) ( 2 s T represent the transmit sensor and the receive sensor respectively. ) ( B s is the model of steel. Fig.2 The block diagram of ultrasonic communication system The design of pre-distortion filter is based on the following assumptions about two channel: each of the received echo pulses is scaled and the shifted version of the primary pulse and the amplitude of the ith echo satisfies In order to build pre-distortion filter to suppress the echo the channel in Fig.2 is rearranged to Fig.3 . The channel model including pre-distortion filter is shown in Fig.4 . So the channel impulse response is described as equation (17). 
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Echo Cancellation
When an acoustic wave is at normal incidence on the interface between two adjacent channel layers, each with different characteristic acoustic impedances. The energy of an acoustic signal in a channel is partitioned by each interface, with different portions of the signal traveling through the channel via many different reflective paths, each with different total acoustic lengths. This phenomenon is known as multipath signal propagation and it causes signals inserted into the channel to arrive at the channel's output as a collection of time-delayed echoes with different amplitudes and phases. When symbol rate is low, there is no need to consider the ISI because the echo from consecutive symbols sufficiently fast attenuation. However, with the increase of symbol rate, pulse arrange more closely, echo from next pulse will cause the ISI. If not corrected, it may lead to errors between symbols. The method of echo cancellation can effectively solve the problem of the ISI. Echo must be considered when the communication system is designed. Fig.5 and fig.6 are an ideal pulse and approximate channel impulse response waveforms. The echo cancellation pulse and the channel impulse response are shown in Fig.8 and Fig.9 . 
Conclusion
The method of multipath echo cancellation in ultrasonic wave through the steel communication system is analyzed. Simulation results show that echo cancellation algorithm reduce the echo effectively when simple channel model is used.
